
WURM, 4-2-2019, 15.00

present Mark, Paul, Des, Aard, eBob, Arpad

Mark: working on demo, March 20. CASA: Des still has problems with
git. Looked at requirement documents and created list of issues that
are not yet addressed. Still something wrong with SFXC version that
has part of the coherent dedispersion in it. Has filled out the
document of Jayesh for Obelics. All flexbuffs at station now reachable
from ccs, continue with migration.

Paul: flexbuff12: MTU jumps to 1500 spontaneously, conflicts, only in
Ubuntu 18.04. Problems with vbsfs, which is self-compiling. Later on
Harro emails that this is due to using an old version problem has
been fixed in new version. Flexbuff11 is now available. Wants to know
what ports need to be opened on casadev. Mark and Des: no access
from outside building needed. Wednesday will go to Wb with new
amplifier, after that start welding fibers with Chantal. Made more disk
space for Zabbix, needs to talk to Harro about database. Martin is
ready for adding network cards in nodes, need list of Mark. Has been
to fosdem, presentation about work for Dw demo.

Des: CASA troubles now resolved. Changed controlmark5, now it is
visible that info is stale (becomes purple). Working on db2vex for
vex2, and on a vex to json translator. Tried fringe fitter on Lofar data,
does not work, strange error messages.

Aard: minimal recomputation: working implementation, although
strange problems with default values in repeated calls. Made
workaround. Modified NRAO tutorial for this. Logs tend to disappear
if second time nothing is done. Not worth putting a lot of effort into,
write up high level description of work, refer to Bojans paper, should
be good enough.

eBob: configuration of proposal test is still not quite good, ongoing.
Working on automatizing data transfer for Sr. Helping out with Marks
demo.


